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We study language evolution by analyzing the word frequencies of millions of distinct words in
seven languages recorded in books from the past two centuries. For all languages and time spans
we confirm that two scaling regimes characterize the word frequency distributions, with the more
common words in each language obeying the Zipf law. We measure the allometric scaling relation
between corpus size and vocabulary size, confirming recent theoretical predictions that relate the
Heaps law to the Zipf law. We measure a decreasing trend in the annual growth fluctuations of
word use with increasing corpus size suggesting that the rate of linguistic evolution decreases as the
language expands, implying that new words have increasing marginal returns, and that languages
can be said to “cool by expansion.” Counteracting this cooling are periods of political conflict which
are not only characterized by decreases in literary productivity but also by a globalized media focus
which may increase the mobility of concepts and words across political borders.

The annals of written language housed in libraries
around the world serve as an immense “crowd-sourced”
historical record that traces humanity further back than
the limits of oral history. Google Inc.’s massive book dig-
itization project presents this collection of written lan-
guage to the public in the form of the Google Books
Ngram Viewer application [1]. Approximately 4% of all
books ever published have been scanned, making avail-
able over 107 cultural word trajectories that archive the
dynamics of word use in seven different languages over a
period of more than two centuries. It is the availability
of such vast amounts of digitized data, sometimes called
“Big Data”, paired with interdisciplinary research efforts,
that fuels much current progress in both social and nat-
ural sciences [2–4] and makes possible knowledge about
knowledge, or “metaknowledge” [5].

The application of Google’s high-throughput data col-
lection and analysis to the study of human culture was
recently termed “culturomics” by Michel et al. [6], who
demonstrated that case studies of individual words pro-
vide insight into such aspects of our culture as linguis-
tics, new technologies, and epidemiology. By performing
a large scale analysis of the same data using methods of
statistical physics and concepts from economics, Petersen
et al. [7] found language-independent selection laws that
govern fluctuations in word use and determine the extent
of cultural memory. The latter was also investigated by
Gao et al. [8], who found that words describing social
phenomena tend to have different long-range correlations
than words describing natural phenomena. Here we show
that the allometric scaling properties of language imply
that new words have an increasing marginal return, and
that languages can be said to “cool by expansion.”

We analyze the macroscopic scaling patterns that char-

acterize word use frequency and the growth of a corpora
in a large body (or “corpus”) of text. The Zipf law [9–
15], quantifying the distribution of word frequencies, and
the Heaps law [11, 16–18], relating the size of a corpus to
the vocabulary size of that corpus, are commonly used to
demonstrate how aspects of the complexity of language
can be captured by remarkably simple statistical pat-
terns. While these laws have been exhaustively tested on
relatively small snapshots of empirical data aggregated
over short periods of time, here we test the validity of
these laws on extremely large corpora aggregated at the
1-year time resolution.

Interestingly, we observe two scaling regimes in the
probability density functions of word usage, with the
Zipf law holding only for the set of more frequently used
words, referred to as the “kernel lexicon” [12]. The word
frequency distribution is different for the more rarely
used words, suggesting that rare words belong to a dis-
tinct class. Heaps observed that the number of words in
a vocabulary size exhibits sub-linear growth with doc-
ument size [16] and postulated what we will describe
here as an increasing “marginal utility” of new words
(defined in Eq. (7)). However, even as new words may
start in relative obscurity, their importance can be under-
appreciated by their initial frequency. A recent study [19]
indicates that word niche can be just as much an essential
factor in modeling word use dynamics. New niche words,
for example, are anything but “marginal” - they are core
words. This is particularly the case in online communi-
ties in which individuals strive to distinguish themselves
on short timescales by developing stylistic jargon.

A corpora can be viewed as a collective voice, with
aggregate patterns that don’t necessarily reflect the mi-
croscopic individuals. At this microscopic level is the
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“metabook” concept [17, 18], according to which word-
frequency structures are author-specific, i.e. that the
word-frequency characteristics of a random excerpt from
a compilation of everything that a specific author could
ever conceivably write (his/her “metabook”) would accu-
rately match those of the author’s actual writings. The
question is whether a compilation of all metabooks would
still conform to the Zipf law and the Heaps law. The im-
mense size and time span of the Google n-gram dataset
allows us to examine this question in detail.

Results

Longitudinal analysis of written language. Allo-
metric scaling analysis [20] characterizes the role of sys-
tem size on system dynamics, and has been applied to
systems as diverse as the metabolic rate of mitochondria
[21] and city growth [22–28].

City growth in particular shares two common features
with the growth of written text: (i) the Zipf law is able to
describe the distribution of city sizes regardless of coun-
try or the time stamp on the data [25], and (ii) city
growth has inherent constraints due to geography, chang-
ing labor markets and their effects on opportunities for
innovation and wealth creation [26, 27], just as vocabu-
lary growth is constrained by human brain capacity and
the varying utilities of new words across users [12].

We construct a word counting framework by first defin-
ing the quantity ui(t) as the number of times word i is
used in year t. Since the number of books and the num-
ber of distinct words grow dramatically over time, we
define the relative word use, fi(t), as the fraction of the
total body of text occupied by word i in the same year

fi(t) ≡ ui(t)/Nu(t), (1)

where the quantity Nu(t) ≡
∑Nw(t)
i=1 ui(t) is the total

number of indistinct word uses (i.e. the size of the body
of text) while Nw(t) is the total number of distinct words
digitized from books printed in year t (i.e. the vocabu-
lary size). Both Nw and Nu are generally increasing over
time.
The Zipf law and the two scaling regimes. Zipf in-
vestigated a number of bodies of literature and observed
that the frequency of any given word is roughly inversely
proportional to its rank [9], with the frequency of the
z-ranked word given by the relation

f(z) ∼ z−ζ , (2)

with a scaling exponent ζ ≈ 1. This empirical law
has been confirmed for a broad range of data, ranging
from income rankings, city populations, and the vary-
ing sizes of avalanches, forest fires [29] and firm size
[30] to the linguistic features of nonconding DNA [31].
The Zipf law can be derived through the “principle of
least effort,” which minimizes the communication noise

between speakers (writers) and listeners (readers) [14].
The Zipf law has been found to hold for a large dataset
of English text [12], but interestingly deviates from the
schizophrenic lexicon [13]. Here, we also find statistical
regularity in the distribution of relative word use for 11
different datasets, each comprising more than half a mil-
lion distinct words taken from millions of books [6].

Figure 1 shows the probability density functions P (f)
resulting from data aggregated over all the years (A,B)
as well as for the year t = 2000 alone (C,D). Regardless
of the language and the considered time span, the prob-
ability density functions are characterized by a striking
two-regime scaling, which was first noted by Ferrer i Can-
cho and Solé [12], and can be quantified as

P (f) ∼

{
f−α− , if f < f× [“unlimited lexicon”]

f−α+ , if f > f× [“kernel lexicon”] .
(3)

These two regimes, designated “kernel lexicon” and “un-
limited lexicon,” are thought to reflect the cognitive con-
straints of the brain’s finite vocabulary [12]. The special-
ized words found in the unlimited lexicon are not univer-
sally shared and are used less frequently than the words
in the kernel lexicon. This is reflected in the kink in the
probability density functions and gives rise to the two-
scaling regime shown in Fig. 1.

The exponents α+ and the corresponding rank-
frequency scaling exponent ζ are related asymptotically
by [12]

α+ ≈ 1 + 1/ζ, (4)

with no analogous relationship for the unlimited lexicon
value ζ−. Table I lists the average α+ and α− values
calculated by aggregating α± values for each year using
Hill’s maximum likelihood estimator for the power-law
distribution [32]. We characterize the two scaling regimes
using a crossover region around f× ≈ 10−5 to distinguish
between α− and α+: (i) 10−8 ≤ f ≤ 10−6 corresponds
to α− and (ii) 10−4 ≤ f ≤ 10−1 corresponds to α+. For
words (1-grams [6]) that satisfy f & f×, hence making
up the kernel lexicon, we verify the Zipf scaling law ζ ≈ 1
(corresponding to α ≈ 2) for all corpora analyzed. For
the unlimited lexicon regime f . f×, however, the Zipf
law is not obeyed, as we find α− ≈ 1.7. Note that α−
is significantly smaller in the Hebrew, Chinese, and the
Russian corpora, which suggests that a more generalized
version of the Zipf law [12] may need to be slightly
language-dependent, especially when taking into account
the usage of specialized words from the unlimited lexicon.

The Heaps law and the increasing marginal re-
turns of new words. Heaps observed that vocabu-
lary size, i.e. the number of distinct words, exhibits a
sub-linear growth with document size [16]. Entitled “the
Heaps law”, this observation has important implications
for the “return on investment” of a new word as it is es-
tablished and becomes disseminated throughout the lit-
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erature of a given language. As a proxy for this return,
Heaps studied how often new words are invoked in lieu
of preexisting competitors and examined the linguistic
value of new words and ideas by analyzing the relation
between the total number of words printed in a body
of text Nu, and the number of these which are distinct
Nw, i.e. the vocabulary size [16]. The marginal returns
of new words, ∂Nu/∂Nw quantifies the impact of the ad-
dition of a single word to the vocabulary of a corpus on
the aggregate output (corpus size).

For individual books, the empirically-observed scaling
relation between Nu and Nw obeys

Nw ∼ (Nu)b, (5)

with b < 1, with Eq. (5) referred to as “the Heaps law”
[16]. Using a stochastic model for the growth of book
vocabulary size as a function of book size, Serrano et
al. [11] recently proposed that b = 1/α, where α is the
scaling exponent in the probability density function P (f)
of relative word use,

P (f) ∼ f−α. (6)

Figure 2 confirms a sub-linear scaling (b < 1) between
Nu and Nw for each corpora analyzed. Interestingly, Chi-
nese and Russian display two Heaps scaling regions, as
depicted in Fig. 2. These results show how the marginal
returns of new words are directly related to the distribu-
tion of relative word use, given by

∂Nu
∂Nw

∼ (Nw)α−1, (7)

which is an increasing function of Nw for α > 1. Thus,
the relative increase in the induced volume of written lan-
guages is larger for new words than for old words. This is
likely due to the fact that new words are typically techni-
cal in nature, requiring additional explanations that put
the word into context with pre-existing words. Specifi-
cally, a new word requires the additional use of more pre-
existing words resulting from (i) the proper explanation
of the new word using existing technical terms, and (ii)
the grammatical infrastructure underlying efficient com-
munication. Hence, there are large spillovers in the size
of the written corpus that follow from the intricate de-
pendency structure of language which forms a complex
network of words that serve various grammatical roles
[33, 34].

In order to investigate the role of rare and new words,
we calculate Nu and Nw using only common words that
satisfy the word usage criteria ui(t) > Uc. Because a
word in a given year can not paper with a frequency less
than 1/Nu, we use a word use threshold Uc and not a
word frequency threshold fc, since pruning with a fre-
quency threshold discriminates in its treatment of small
corpora. This pruning also serves to progressively remove
more and more rare words that can spuriously arise from
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) errors in the dig-

itization process, as well as from intrinsic spelling errors
and orthographic spelling variations.

Figures 3 and 4 show the dependence of Nu and Nw
for the English corpus on the exclusion of low-frequency
words using a variable cutoff Uc = 2n with n = 0 . . . 11.
As Uc increases the Heaps scaling exponent increases
from b ≈ 0.5, approaching b ≈ 1, indicating that core
words are structurally integrated into language as a pro-
portional background.

Table I summarizes the b values pertaining to different
corpora, obtained by means of ordinary least squares
regression of Nu(t) versus Nw(t) dependence for Uc = 0.
Comparing the scaling exponent α+ ≈ 2 [Eq. (6)]
calculated from P (f) in Fig. 1, we confirm the relation
b = 1/α+ proposed by Serrano et al. [11], since
b ≈ 0.5 for all languages analyzed. This simple scaling
relation highlights the underlying structure of language,
which forms a dependency network between the kernel
lexicon and the unlimited lexicon. Table I lists the
average 〈α±(t)〉 calculated from annual estimates of α±.
Moreover, the allometric scaling ∂Nw/∂Nu ∼ (Nw)1−α

shows a decreasing marginal need for additional words.
Because we get more and more “mileage” out of new
words in an already large language, additional words are
needed less and less.

Corpora size and word-use fluctuations. Lastly, it
is instructive to examine how vocabulary size Nw and the
overall size of the corpora Nu affect fluctuations in word
use. Figure 5 shows how Nw and Nu vary over time over
the past two centuries. Note that, apart from the periods
during the two World Wars, the number of words printed,
which we will refer to as the “literary productivity”, has
been increasing over time. The number of distinct words
has been rising as well, although for certain languages,
e.g. Russian and Hebrew, vocabulary appears to satu-
rate. Note also that the downturn in productivity during
adverse conditions was seldom accompanied by a smaller
vocabulary size. Indeed, the size of the French vocabu-
lary spiked during World War II, although there was a
sharp decrease in literary productivity.

To investigate the role of fluctuations, we focus on the
logarithmic growth rate, commonly used in finance and
economics

ri(t) ≡ ln fi(t+ ∆t)− ln fi(t) = ln
[fi(t+ ∆t)

fi(t)

]
, (8)

to measure the relative growth of word use over 1-year
periods, ∆t ≡ 1 year. Recent quantitative analysis on
the distribution P (r) of word use growth rates ri(t) indi-
cates that word usage increases and decreases by larger
amounts than would be expected by null models for lan-
guage evolution [7].

Figure 6 shows σr(t), the standard deviation of ri(t)
calculated across all words, which is an aggregate mea-
sure for the “temperature” (strength of fluctuations)
within a given written corpora. Visual inspection sug-
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gests a general decrease in σr(t) over time, marked by
sudden increases during times of political conflict. Hence,
the persistent increase in the volume of written language
is correlated with a persistent downward trend in σr(t):
as a language grows and matures it also “cools off”.

Figure 7 indicates that for large Nu(t), each language,
excepting Chinese, is characterized by a scaling relation

σr(t) ∼ Nu(t|fc)−β , (9)

with fc giving the threshold for word inclusion as de-
scribed in Table I, and language-dependent scaling expo-
nent β ≈ 0.12 − −0.29 quantifying how the increase in
corpus size relates to a decrease in word-use fluctuations.
This size-variance relation is analogous to the decreasing
growth rate volatility observed as complex economic enti-
ties (i.e. firms or countries) increase in size [35–38]. Fur-
thermore, this size-variance relation was was also demon-
strated at the scale of individual words using the same
Google n-gram dataset [7].

Interestingly, this decreasing fluctuation scale is coun-
teracted by the influx of new words which have growth-
spurts around 30-50 years following their birth in the
written corpora [7]. Moreover, the fluctuation scale σr(t)
is positively influenced by adverse conditions such as wars
and revolutions. Although literary productivity falls,
new words may emerge more frequently due to globaliza-
tion effects. The decrease in Nu(t) may decrease the level
of competition between old words and new words, allow-
ing new words to rise in use. This may be the case for
Chinese, where the accelerated production of new words
[note the scale of the vertical axis in Fig. 5(B)] seems to
offset the increase in literary productivity, leaving σr(t)
approximately constant over Nu(t|fc) (see Fig. 7).

Discussion

A coevolutionary description of language and culture
requires many factors and much consideration [39, 40].
While scientific and technological advances are largely
responsible for written language growth as well as the
birth of many new words [7], socio-political factors also
play a strong role. For example, the sexual revolution of
the 1960s triggered the sudden emergence of the words
“girlfriend” and “boyfriend” in the English corpora [1],
illustrating the evolving culture of romantic courting.
Such technological and socio-political perturbations re-
quire case-by-case analysis for any deeper understanding,
as demonstrated comprehensively by Michel et al. [6].

Here we analyzed the macroscopic properties of written
language using the Google Books database [1]. We find
that the word frequency distribution P (f) is character-
ized by two scaling regimes. While frequently used words
that constitute the kernel lexicon follow the Zipf law, the
distribution has a less-steep scaling regime quantifying
the rarer words constituting the unlimited lexicon. Our
result is robust across languages as well as across other

data subsets, thus extending the validity of the seminal
observation by Ferrer i Cancho and Solé [12], who first
reported it for a large body of English text. The kink
in the slope preceding the entry into the unlimited lexi-
con is a likely consequence of the limits of human mental
ability that force the individual to optimize the usage of
frequently used words and forget specialized words that
are seldom used. This hypothesis agrees with the “prin-
ciple of least effort” that minimizes communication noise
between speakers (writers) and listeners (readers), which
in turn may lead to the emergence of the Zipf law [14].

By analyzing the dependence of vocabulary growth on
corpus growth, we have also validated the Heaps law for
extremely large written corpora spanning millions of au-
thors and their “metabooks” [17]. Using words in the
frequency range 0 < f < 10−9 we found agreement be-
tween the Zipf exponent α ≈ 2 and the Heaps exponent
b ≈ 0.5, confirming the theoretical prediction α = 1/b by
Serrano et al. [11]. However, we find that the exclusion of
extremely rare words has a strong affect on the b value,
which approaches unity as Uc increases (Figs. 3 and 4).

The economies of scale (b < 1) indicates that there is
an increasing marginal return for new words, or alter-
natively, a decreasing marginal need for new words, as
evidenced by allometric scaling. This can intuitively be
understood in terms of the increasing complexities and
combinations of words that become available as more
words are added to a language, lessening the need for
lexical expansion. However, a relationship between new
words and existing words is retained. Every introduction
of a word, from an informal setting (e.g. an expository
text) to a formal setting (e.g. a dictionary) is yet an-
other chance for the more common describing words to
play out their respective frequencies, underscoring the
hierarchy of words. This can be demonstrated quite in-
structively from Eq. (7) which implies that for b = 1/2
that ∂Nu

∂Nw
∝ Nw, meaning that it requires a quantity pro-

portional to the vocabulary size Nw to introduce a new
word, or alternatively, that a quantity proportional to
Nw necessarily results from the addition.

Though new words are needed less and less, the expan-
sion of language continues, doing so with marked char-
acteristics. Taking the growth rate fluctuations of word
use to be a kind of temperature, we note that like an
ideal gas, most languages “cool” when they expand. The
fact that the relationship between the temperature and
corpus volume is a power law, one may, loosely speaking,
liken language growth to the expansion of a gas or the
growth of a company [35–38]. In contrast to the static
laws of Zipf and Heaps, we note that this finding is of a
dynamical nature.

Other aspects of language growth may also be under-
stood in terms of expansion of a gas. Since larger literary
productivity imposes a downward trend on growth rate
fluctuations, productivity itself can be thought of as a
kind of inverse pressure in that highly productive years
are observed to “cool” a language off. Also, it is dur-
ing the “high-pressure” low productivity years that new
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words tend to emerge more frequently.
Interestingly, the appearance of new words is more like

gas condensation, tending to cancel the cooling brought
on by language expansion. These two effects, corpus
expansion and new word “condensation,” therefore act
against each other. The Chinese language appears to be
the most affected by the latter, likely the result of glob-
alization, wherein the counter effects render the growth
fluctuations unaffected by corpus size. For other corpora,
however, we calculate a size-variance scaling exponent
β ≈ 0.2.

In the context of allometric relations, Bettencourt et
al. [26] note that the scaling relations describing the dy-

namics of cities show an increase in the characteristic
pace of life as system size grows, whereas those found in
biological systems show decrease in characteristic rates
as the system size grows. Since the languages we ana-
lyzed tend to “cool” as they expand, there may be deep-
rooted parallels with biological systems based on princi-
ples of efficiency [14]. Languages, like biological systems
demonstrate economies of scale (b < 1) manifesting from
a complex dependency structure that mimics a hierarchi-
cal “circulatory system” required by the organization of
language [33, 41–45] and the limits of the efficiency of the
speakers/writers who employ the words [17, 19, 46].
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TABLE I: Summary of the scaling exponents characterizing the Zipf law and the Heaps law. The “unlimited
lexicon” scaling exponent α−(t) is calculated for 10−8 < f < 10−6 and the “kernel lexicon” exponent α+(t) is calculated
for 10−4 < f < 10−1 using the maximum likelihood estimator method for each year. The average and standard deviation
(〈· · · 〉±σ) listed are computed using the α+(t) and α−(t) values over the 209-year period 1800–2008 (except for Chinese, which

corresponds to 1950–2008). The last column lists the Zipf scaling exponent calculated as ζ = 1/
(
〈α+〉 − 1

)
. To calculate σr(t)

(see Figs. 6 and 7) we use only the relatively common words that meet the criterion that their average word use 〈fi〉 over the
entire word history is larger than a threshold fc, defined in the first column for each corpus. The b values shown are calculated
using all words (Uc = 0).

The Heaps and the Zipf law parametersCorpus

(1-grams) fc b 〈α−〉 〈α+〉 ζ

Chinese 1× 10−8 0.77± 0.02 1.49 ±0.15 1.91 ±0.04 1.10 ±0.05

English 5× 10−8 0.54± 0.01 1.73 ±0.05 2.04 ±0.06 0.96 ±0.06

English fiction 1× 10−7 0.49± 0.01 1.68 ±0.10 1.97 ±0.04 1.03 ±0.04

English GB 1× 10−7 0.44± 0.01 1.71 ±0.07 2.02 ±0.05 0.98 ±0.05

English US 1× 10−7 0.51± 0.01 1.70 ±0.08 2.03 ±0.06 0.97 ±0.06

English 1M 1× 10−7 0.53± 0.01 1.71 ±0.04 2.04 ±0.06 0.96 ±0.06

French 1× 10−7 0.52± 0.01 1.69 ±0.06 1.98 ±0.04 1.02 ±0.04

German 1× 10−7 0.60± 0.01 1.63 ±0.16 2.02 ±0.03 0.98 ±0.03

Hebrew 5× 10−7 0.47± 0.01 1.34 ±0.09 2.06 ±0.05 0.94 ±0.05

Russian 5× 10−7 0.65± 0.01 1.55 ±0.17 2.04 ±0.06 0.96 ±0.06

Spanish 1× 10−7 0.51± 0.01 1.61 ±0.15 2.07 ±0.04 0.93 ±0.04
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(C,D) P (f) comprising data from only year t = 2000 providing evidence that the distribution is stable even over shorter
time frames and likely emerges in corpora that are sufficiently large to be comprehensive of the language studied. For details
concerning the scaling exponents we refer to Table I and the main text.
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FIG. 3: Allometric scaling of language. Heaps law with varying inclusion for 5 English corpora. The Heaps scaling
exponent b depends on the extent of the inclusion of the rarest words. Depicted are the scaling relations between the corpus
size Nu and the vocabulary size Nw for the English corpora, obtained by using only words with ui(t) > Uc. (Panel Inset) We
find that b increases as we increasingly prune the corpora of extremely rare words, indicating the structural importance of the
most frequent words which are used in the introduction of new and rare words.
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FIG. 4: Allometric scaling of language. Heaps law with variable inclusion for the Chinese, French, German, Hebrew,
Russian, and Spanish corpora. The Heaps scaling exponent b depends on the extent of the inclusion of the rarest words.
Depicted are the scaling relations between the corpus size Nu and the vocabulary size Nw for the English corpora, obtained
by using only words with ui(t) > Uc. (Panel Inset) We find that b increases as we prune the corpora of extremely rare words,
indicating the structural importance of the most frequent words which are used more times per appearance.
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